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What people Say:
kit

was anybody going to tell me there's gonna be a sequel to orphan monster spy or was i just
supposed to check goodreads by myself!!!!

Alicia

This was a densely packed beast. I thoroughly enjoyed following Sarah through Orphan Monster
Spy as she developed into the title titles... but this one was so involved that it needs to be at least
two books!
While the ending of the first book was a bit implausible, I was entertained and riveted by the moves
they were both making to take down a criminal yet this pulled in so many darker elements in both
Africa and Japan that I felt really lost. With the amount of information, it was like The
This was a densely packed beast. I thoroughly enjoyed following Sarah through Orphan Monster
Spy as she developed into the title titles... but this one was so involved that it needs to be at least
two books!
While the ending of the first book was a bit implausible, I was entertained and riveted by the moves
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they were both making to take down a criminal yet this pulled in so many darker elements in both
Africa and Japan that I felt really lost. With the amount of information, it was like The Family
Romanov- I need it in a documentary where putting faces to names and motivations could clarify all
that happened.
And thatâ€™s why Killeen excels because he wants to put it all out there. Likewise, this is firmly in
the adult category where Orphan Monster Spy felt a little more cross category.

Kaitlin

After reading and loving Orphan Monster Spy, I anxiously awaited the sequel.
This was a tough read for me. I appreciate that the author likes to base the plotlines on true events
("Lies will tie you up"), but this one felt muddled.
Sarah loses herself for most of this novel, and with it my attention was lost as well. She isn't smart,
capable, or really remotely interesting for the majority of the book.
In the last few chapters the book (and Sarah) regain a sense of purpose and direction. After
After reading and loving Orphan Monster Spy, I anxiously awaited the sequel.
This was a tough read for me. I appreciate that the author likes to base the plotlines on true events
("Lies will tie you up"), but this one felt muddled.
Sarah loses herself for most of this novel, and with it my attention was lost as well. She isn't smart,
capable, or really remotely interesting for the majority of the book.
In the last few chapters the book (and Sarah) regain a sense of purpose and direction. After two
weeks of slogging through, the last chapters grabbed me and I devoured them in a day.
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Kidlitter

A DRC was provided by Edelweiss in exchange for a fair and honest review.
This is the sequel I didn't know I needed, as Killeen did such a great and grimy job with Sarah
Goldstein's WWII adventures in his first novel, Orphan Monster Spy. But you can't keep a good spy
away from fighting the Nazis when it's only 1940 and Sarah is still stuck posing as Ursula Haller,
German film star and Lolitaesque society minx. Sarah, Jewish, damaged and a genius, is also
angry, ready for adventure and all too
A DRC was provided by Edelweiss in exchange for a fair and honest review.
This is the sequel I didn't know I needed, as Killeen did such a great and grimy job with Sarah
Goldstein's WWII adventures in his first novel, Orphan Monster Spy. But you can't keep a good spy
away from fighting the Nazis when it's only 1940 and Sarah is still stuck posing as Ursula Haller,
German film star and Lolitaesque society minx. Sarah, Jewish, damaged and a genius, is also
angry, ready for adventure and all too willng to go after a German doctor in Africa who's gone rogue
with his germ warfare experiments. Menace lurks everywhere and at all times, as Killeen has again
done his research on how many innocents were murdered, not just as wartime casualties, but as
sacrifices to whatever colonial power was expanding its reach at the time. Killeen serves up gobs of
seedy doings, both by those who intend evil and those who try to stand in its way, Sarah included.
The story turns into a bit of a lecture on the evils of rampant unchecked power, however righteous.
Sarah is put at risk only to miraculously escape just that one or two too many times, like a Marvel
superhero on the loose. She is rather undermined by the lectures of those who don't think she has
enough on her plate fighting the Nazis but should wake up to all the injustice in the world. One or
two encounters like this are laudable, but repeated lectures begin to undermine our heroine's
motivation. Most problematic is Sarah's Senegalese counterpart Clementine, a brilliant, damaged
girl so exploited by all around her, but fully capable of taking bloody revenge while acting in her own
interest. Both are troubled by their need for vengeance in the face of racism, sexism, and ignorance,
and both are wildly underestimated. It's a pity Killeen has them at each other's throats rather than
pairing them off to fight the next baddie together. Sarah continues to fascinate and repel but
deserves fewer lectures and more opportunities to wreak her talents and be applauded for it.
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Rachel

Overall Review:
Devil Darling Spy is an intense tale of espionage, death, and destruction. Set in Central Africa
during World War II, the novel follows Sarah, a troubled young woman with a mission to stop the
Nazis. It is highly recommended to read the series' first novel -- Orphan Monster Spy -- before
starting this one. A good portion of the characters from the first story are referenced in this second
book. Author Matt Killeen explores heavy themes of racism, colonialism, and good vs. evil
Overall Review:
Devil Darling Spy is an intense tale of espionage, death, and destruction. Set in Central Africa
during World War II, the novel follows Sarah, a troubled young woman with a mission to stop the
Nazis. It is highly recommended to read the series' first novel -- Orphan Monster Spy -- before
starting this one. A good portion of the characters from the first story are referenced in this second
book. Author Matt Killeen explores heavy themes of racism, colonialism, and good vs. evil while
creating complex characters and action-packed events. Unfortunately, several of the scenes
seemed unbelievable at best, especially when young Sarah solves the problem in a room full of
experts. There are also multiple flashbacks, hallucinations, and/or memories of Sarah's that were
confusing. Devil Darling Spy isn't exactly darling, but it is a thrilling spy novel.
Review of an Advance Reading Copy
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